Brain interstitial oligomeric amyloid β increases with age and is resistant to clearance from brain in a mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease
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ABSTRACT There is a growing body of evidence that soluble oligomeric forms of amyloid β (Aβ) play a critical role in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Despite the importance of soluble Aβ oligomers as a therapeutic target for AD, the dynamic metabolism of these Aβ species in vivo has not been elucidated because of the difficulty in monitoring brain Aβ oligomers in living animals. Here, using a unique large pore-sized membrane microdialysis, we characterized soluble Aβ oligomers in brain interstitial fluid (ISF) of awake, freely moving APP/PS1 transgenic and control WT mice. We could detect high-molecular-weight (HMW) and low-molecular-weight (LMW) Aβ oligomers in the brain ISF of living animals, which increased dramatically in an age-dependent manner (5- to 8-fold increase, 4 vs. 17–18 mo). Notably, HMW Aβ decreased more slowly than other forms of Aβ after acute γ-secretase inhibition [% decrease from the baseline (HMW vs. LMW) was 36.9 vs. 74.1% (Aβ40, P<0.05) and 25.4 vs. 88.0% (Aβ42, P<0.01)], suggesting that HMW Aβ oligomers clear more slowly than other forms from the brain. These data reveal the dynamic metabolism of neurotoxic Aβ oligomers in AD brain and could provide new insights into Aβ-targeted therapies for AD.—Takeda, S., Hashimoto, T., Roe, A. D., Hori, Y., Spires-Jones, T. L., and Hyman, B. T. Brain interstitial oligomeric amyloid β increases with age and is resistant to clearance from brain in a mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease. FASEB J. 27, 000–000 (2013). www.fasebj.org
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AMYLOID β (Aβ) is the main component of senile plaques in the brain in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and plays a pivotal role in the pathogenesis of AD (1–3).

Many disease-modifying therapies for AD that are currently being developed target the reduction of Aβ, as this is thought to possibly both treat and prevent AD (1). Aβ is a 38- to 43-aa peptide produced from amyloid precursor protein (APP) by proteolytic processing (4–7). There is a growing body of evidence that soluble oligomeric forms, not fibrillar deposits, of Aβ are pathologically important for the synaptic dysfunction of AD (8–14). However, the dynamic metabolism of soluble oligomeric forms of Aβ, particularly in the brain interstitial fluid (ISF), which reflects biochemical changes around neurons and is closely associated with neuronal activity, has not been fully elucidated because of the difficulty in monitoring soluble Aβ oligomers in the brains of living animals. Characterizing the in vivo metabolism of Aβ oligomers in the AD brain is essential to understanding the significance of these Aβ species. Microdialysis is a powerful in vivo technique for the continuous sampling of various molecules within the brain extracellular fluid space. The most common technique used to measure Aβ uses a 35- to 38-kDa molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) membrane probe (15–18), but high-molecular-weight (HMW) Aβ oligomers are difficult to collect with a conventional membrane having a small pore size (16). The extracellular accumulation of HMW Aβ has been suggested as being neurotoxic with the potential to induce cognitive dysfunction (9). In addition, Aβ could be physiologically found in a HMW complex with its carrier proteins, such as apolipoprotein E (apoE), which has been strongly associated with AD synaptotoxicity (14, 19). Because apoE protein modulates Aβ metabolism in the brain (19–22), understanding the interaction between Aβ and apoE is also important for understanding the dynamics of ISF Aβ.

In this study, we used a unique large-pore-sized (1000-kDa-MWCO) membrane microdialysis probe to obtain ISF samples from Alzheimer model APP/PS1 Tg mice at 3 different age stages of AD-like amyloid plaque development: young (4 mo), middle-aged (11–12 mo),...
and old (17–18 mo). By using size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) and Aβ-specific ELISAs, we confirmed that HMW and low-molecular-weight (LMW) Aβ oligomers are present in brain ISF samples and that levels of ISF Aβ oligomers became elevated with age in the brain of APP/PS1 Tg mice. Notably, HMW Aβ oligomers cleared more slowly from the brain than LMW Aβ oligomers after acute inhibition of γ-secretase activity to stop Aβ synthesis, suggesting different clearance kinetics of Aβ oligomers from the brain. We also demonstrated that this technique could be used simultaneously to measure brain ISF apoE. These results clarify the dynamics of ISF Aβ oligomers and demonstrate that microdialysis using a large pore-sized membrane is a useful method for analyzing large-molecular weight species in the ISF.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

All experiments were performed under national (U.S. National Institutes of Health) and institutional (Massachusetts General Hospital Subcommittee for Research Animal Care and the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Harvard Medical School) guidelines. APP/PS1 Tg mice [strain B6C3-Tg (APPSw, PSEN1ΔE9) 85Db/]; ref. 29) and wild-type (WT) littermate mice were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA). ApoE-deficient mice [apoE-knockout (KO); Jackson Laboratory] were also used (24). Both male and female mice were used in this study.

In vivo microdialysis

In vivo microdialysis sampling of brain ISF Aβ and apoE was performed as described previously (25). The microdialysis probe had a 4-mm shaft with a 3.0-mm, 1000-kDa-MWCO polyethylene membrane (Eicom). The preconditioned probe’s outlet and inlet were connected to a peristaltic pump (ERP-10; Eicom) and a microsyringe pump (ESP-32; Eicom), respectively (AtmosLM microdialysis system; Eicom). Membrales of 2 different pore sizes (35- and 1000-kDa MWCO; Eicom) were used for the in vitro microdialysis study. Probes were connected to the perfusion system for the in vivo microdialysis experiment. After equilibration, the probes were submerged in a polypropylene tube (1.5 ml) containing a solution of Aβ oligomer mixture. Sampling was carried out at a flow rate of 1.0 µl/min. All experiments were performed on ice to prevent further oligomerization of Aβ. Samples were collected from the pull site collection tubing and stored at 4°C in polypropylene tubes.

Preparation of Aβ oligomer mixtures and ELISA quantification

Aβ oligomer mixtures were prepared from synthetic human Aβ1–42 (Peptide Institute, Osaka, Japan), as described previously (26). First, synthetic Aβ1–42 was dissolved in hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP). The HFIP solvent was then removed by evaporation under a vacuum, and the aliquot was dissolved in PBS with 2% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to yield a 0.1 mg/ml concentration, followed by filtration through a 0.2-µm-pore membrane (preincubation sample). This solution was incubated for 3 h at 37°C to make a solution of Aβ oligomer mixture (postincubation sample). The existence of small protobifilars in this solution was confirmed by electron microscopy (Supplemental Fig. S1). Samples were incubated with and without 8 M guanidine HCl (final concentration of guanidine HCl in the sample was 4 M) for 30 min at room temperature to dissociate oligomerized Aβ. Concentrations of Aβ in preincubation and postincubation samples were measured by 82E1-82E1 Aβ oligomer-specific and BAN50-BC05 ELISA (Supplemental Fig. S2). Brain Aβ quantification

The concentrations of Aβ1–40 and Aβ1–42 in the brain TBS-soluble and formic acid (FA) fractions and ISF samples were determined by BNT77-BA27 (for Aβ1–40) and BNT77-BC05 (for Aβ1–42) sandwich ELISA (Wako Pure Chemicals Industries, Osaka, Japan), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The amount of oligomer Aβ in each sample was determined by 82E1-82E1 sandwich ELISA (Immuno-Biological Laboratories, Hamburg, Germany), in which the same N-terminal (residues 1–16) antibody was used for both capture and detection. For guanidine treatment, each ISF sample was incubated with and without 500 mM guanidine HCl for 30 min at room temperature.

Brain protein extraction

Mice were perfused with cold PBS containing protease inhibitors (protease inhibitor mixture; Roche, Indianapolis, IN, USA), and the brain was rapidly excised and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen, then stored at −80°C before use. For ELISA analysis, brain tissue was homogenized in 10 vol (w/v) of cold TBS containing protease inhibitors using a Teflon-glass homogenizer. The homogenate was centrifuged
at 45,000 g for 60 min at 4°C, and the supernatant was used to determine brain TBS-soluble fraction \(A\beta\) levels. The pellets were resuspended in 2% SDS in TBS (containing protease inhibitor), homogenized and incubated for 30 min at 37°C, and then centrifuged at 45,000 g for 30 min at 20°C. After collecting supernatant, the pellets were resuspended in 70% FA, sonicated for 20 s, and centrifuged at 45,000 g for 30 min at 4°C. The supernatant was used to determine brain FA fraction \(A\beta\) levels.

**Immunoblot analysis**

Brain TBS-soluble fractions and microdialysates were electrophoresed on 4–20% Novex Tris-glycine gels (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA) in Tris-glycine SDS running buffer for SDS-PAGE (Invitrogen). Gels were transferred to PVDF membranes, and membranes were blocked for 60 min at room temperature in 5% BSA/TBS-T, and then probed with goat anti-\(\text{apoE}\) antibody (1:1000, AB9477; Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA), followed by HRP-conjugated anti-goat IgG antibody (Vector, Burlingame, CA, USA). Anti-\(\text{actin}\) antibody (1:1000, 4968; Cell Signaling, Beverly, MA, USA) was also used as primary antibodies. Immunoreactive proteins were developed using an ECL kit (Western Lightning; PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA), followed by HRP-conjugated anti-goat IgG antibody (1:1000, AB947; Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA), and HRP-conjugated anti-goat anti-\(\text{APOE}\) antibody (1:1000, 4968; Cell Signaling, Beverly, MA, USA), followed by HRP-conjugated anti-goat IgG antibody (1:1000, AB947; Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA), and then probed with goat anti-\(\text{APOE}\) antibody (1:1000, AB9477; Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA), followed by HRP-conjugated anti-goat IgG antibody (Vector, Burlingame, CA, USA). Anti-\(\text{actin}\) antibody (1:1000, 4968; Cell Signaling, Beverly, MA, USA) was also used as primary antibodies. Immunoreactive proteins were developed using an ECL kit (Western Lightning; PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) and detected on Hyperfilm ECL (GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA, USA).

**Compound E treatment**

During *in vivo* microdialysis sampling, after baseline sample collection for 8 h, the potent \(\gamma\)-secretase inhibitor compound E (200 nM; Alexis Biochemicals, San Diego, CA, USA) was added to the microdialysis perfusion buffer to rapidly inhibit \(\text{A}\beta\) production near the probe (27). The IC\(_{50}\) for this compound to inhibit \(\gamma\)-secretase activity is 0.3 nM.

**SEC**

Brain TBS-soluble fractions and ISF samples were separated by SEC on single Superdex75 columns (GE Healthcare) in 50 mM ammonium acetate (\(\text{pH} 8.5\)), at a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min, with an AKTA purifier 10 (GE Healthcare; ref. 28). The individual fractions separated by SEC were analyzed by immunoblotting and \(\text{A}\beta\)-specific ELISAs.

**Statistical analysis**

All data are expressed as means ± se. Two-group comparisons were performed by Student’s *t* test. Comparison of means among ≥3 groups was performed by ANOVA followed by Tukey-Kramer multiple-range test. Values of *P* < 0.05 were considered significant.

**RESULTS**

**In vitro recovery of HMW \(A\beta\) oligomers using large-pore-sized (1000-kDa-MWCO) membrane microdialysis**

To characterize the oligomeric \(A\beta\) species collected by the 1000-kDa-MWCO membrane microdialysis probe, we first performed *in vitro* microdialysis sampling from a solution of \(A\beta\) oligomer mixture. An \(A\beta\) oligomer mixture was prepared by incubating synthetic \(A\beta_{1–42}\) peptide for 3 h at 37°C (Fig. 1A–C and Supplemental Fig. S1), with the concentrations of \(A\beta\) in preincubation and postincubation samples being quantified by 2 different ELISA systems. 82E1-82E1 sandwich ELISA, in which the same N-terminal-specific anti-\(\text{A}\beta\) monoclonal antibody (82E1; Supplemental Fig. S2) was used for both antigen capture and detection, is specific for \(A\beta\) oligomers with multiple epitopes, and theoretically cannot detect monomer \(A\beta\) with a single binding site (29). Indeed, a significantly high signal level was detected from the solution (postincubation sample) in this single-antibody sandwich ELISA, and dissociation of \(A\beta\) oligomers by treating the sample with guanidine HCl markedly reduced the signal (Fig. 1A), demonstrating the specificity of this ELISA for \(A\beta\) oligomers. On the other hand, the amount of \(A\beta_{1–42}\) detected by BAN50-BC05 ELISA (Supplemental Fig. S2) was decreased after incubation (Fig. 1B), and the signal was recovered to baseline level (preincubation) by dissociating \(A\beta\) oligomers with guanidine HCl treatment, which indicates that this ELISA preferentially detects monomer or LMW \(A\beta\) species (since dissociation is not necessarily complete). The decrease in \(A\beta\) oligomer signal in 82E1-82E1 ELISA and increase in \(A\beta_{1–42}\) signal in BAN50-BC05 ELISA after guanidine HCl treatment of the preincubation sample indicate that a small amount of \(A\beta\) oligomer is already present even before incubation (Fig. 1A, B). We separated preincubation and postincubation \(A\beta\) solutions by SEC, followed by quantification of \(A\beta\) levels in each SEC fraction by BAN50-BC05 ELISA, and found that a large portion of the mixture consisted of HMW \(A\beta\) oligomers (SEC fractions 4–11, ~40–160 kDa) and small amounts of LMW \(A\beta\) oligomers (fractions 14–19) after incubation (Fig. 1C).

Then, we performed *in vitro* microdialysis sampling using membranes of 2 different pore sizes (35- and 1000-kDa MWCO) from the same \(A\beta\) oligomer mixture solution in order to clarify the molecular size of the \(A\beta\) species collected using each membrane (Fig. 1D). SEC separation of microdialysate revealed that a 1000-kDa-MWCO membrane probe collected HMW \(A\beta\) oligomers in addition to LMW \(A\beta\) oligomers (fractions 20–22), although only monomer and LMW (dimer) \(A\beta\) were detected in the dialysate of a small-pore-sized (35-kDa-MWCO) probe (Fig. 1E). These data clearly demonstrate that a large-pore-sized membrane is required to collect HMW \(A\beta\) oligomers.

**Brain ISF \(A\beta\) oligomers increase with age in Alzheimer APP/PS1 Tg mice**

Next, we evaluated the large-pore-sized membrane microdialysis *in vivo* using an Alzheimer APP/PS1 Tg mouse model. APP/PS1 Tg mice develop Alzheimer-like amyloid plaque in an age-dependent manner (30). Levels of soluble \(A\beta_{40}\) and \(A\beta_{42}\) in brain TBS-soluble fractions from young (4 mo), middle-aged (11–12 mo), and old (17–18 mo) APP/PS1 Tg mice elevated with...
age (Fig. 2A, B). Furthermore, the amount of Aβ oligomers (detected by 82E1-82E1 ELISA) in the brain TBS-soluble fractions also increased with age (Fig. 2C).

Brain FA fraction Aβ40 and Aβ42 increased with age, as well (Fig. 2D, E).

In agreement with these age-dependent elevations in brain TBS-soluble Aβ levels in APP/PS1 Tg mice, there was a significant increase in Aβ levels in brain ISF samples collected by the large-pore-sized (1000-kDa-MWCO) membrane probe (Fig. 3). The Aβ40 and Aβ42 levels were measured by BNT77-BA27 ELISA (for Aβ40) and BNT77-BC05 ELISA (for Aβ42), which also preferentially detect monomer (or LMW) Aβ (Supplemental Fig. S3). Interestingly, the amount of Aβ detected by these ELISAs was increased by guanidine HCl treatment (Fig. 3A, B), suggesting that highly oligomerized or complexed Aβ, which could inhibit the interaction between Aβ and antibodies, was dissociated into monomer/LMW Aβ, which, in turn, increased the reactivity of the ELISAs. We also confirmed the presence of Aβ oligomers in ISF samples from WT mice (Fig. 3A, B), indicating the presence of some amount of Aβ oligomers in the WT mouse brain or unidentified interacting molecules with Aβ that may interfere with the detection of Aβ by anti-Aβ antibodies in the ELISA system. We also confirmed the presence of Aβ oligomers in ISF samples of APP/PS1 mice using the 82E1-82E1 oligomer ELISA (Fig. 3C). We could detect significant signal with the same-site ELISA assay in ISF samples from young and
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old APP/PS1 Tg mice. Notably, the level of oligomeric Aβ increased with age. Disappearance of the Aβ oligomer signal after guanidine HCl treatment demonstrates the specificity of this ELISA for oligomeric Aβ (Fig. 3C). The levels of brain ISF and TBS soluble Aβ oligomers positively correlated with brain FA fraction Aβ40 (Supplemental Fig. S4A, C) and Aβ42 (Supplemental Fig. S4B, D) levels. This correlation might indicate a presence of equilibration between ISF Aβ oligomers and amyloid plaque deposits (14).

To clarify the molecular size of ISF Aβ oligomers and age-dependent changes in these levels, ISF samples from young and old APP/PS1 Tg mice were separated by SEC, followed by Aβ quantification in each fraction after ultracentrifugation (Fig. 3D–G). We detected HMW and LMW Aβ oligomers, in addition to monomer Aβ, in the brain ISF of young APP/PS1 Tg mice (Fig. 3D, F, black traces). Levels of HMW Aβ (fractions 1–11) significantly increased with age, while levels of monomer Aβ (fractions 20–22) decreased (Fig. 3D, F, red traces; E, G). Of note, a significant peak of HMW Aβ was detected in SEC fractions. 4–6 (100–160 kDa), even in young APP/PS1 Tg mice (Fig. 3D, F), which may suggest either oligomeric species of Aβ or association with a carrier protein in these fractions.

**ISF HMW Aβ shows slower clearance rate from brain**

To further characterize the dynamic metabolism of ISF Aβ oligomers, we collected ISF samples before and after compound E (a potent γ-secretase inhibitor) perfusion, which can rapidly block Aβ production in surrounding brain tissue, from old (17–18 mo) APP/PS1 Tg mice (Fig. 4), then separated the samples by SEC, followed by Aβ quantification in each fraction by ELISA. Acute γ-secretase inhibition with compound E decreased the levels of IF Aβ40 (Fig. 4A, B) and Aβ42 (Fig. 4C, D) and changed the distributions of ISF Aβ levels (Supplemental Fig. S5). SEC analysis revealed that the decrease in levels of LMW Aβ was more pronounced than that of HMW Aβ (Fig. 4B, D), indicating that HMW Aβ is eliminated more slowly than smaller MW Aβ species.

**ISF apoE collected by large-pore-sized membrane microdialysis in freely moving animals**

ApoE is secreted from astrocytes and microglia and participates in lipidated lipoprotein particles (19). It is becoming clear that apoE plays an important role in Aβ metabolism and its neurotoxicity in the brain (14, 20, 21, 31). Therefore, when analyzing the ISF Aβ metabolism, it is extremely important also to simultaneously evaluate ISF apoE and other possible carrier molecules.

First, by immunoblot analysis, we confirmed that ISF apoE could be collected by 1000-kDa-MWCO membrane from WT mice (Fig. 5A, top panel). Notably, the absence of actin signals in the ISF samples demonstrates that this sampling system collects only extracellular molecules in the brain (Fig. 5A, bottom panel).
Levels of brain interstitial Aβ oligomers increase with age in Alzheimer APP/PS1 transgenic mice. A–C) Brain ISF samples were collected by using a large-pore-size membrane (1000-kDa MWCO) from the hippocampus of WT and APP/PS1 Tg mice at different ages (4, 11–12, and 17–18 mo). ISF samples were incubated with or without guanidine HCl (0.5 M final concentration), and levels of Aβ were quantified by ELISA [BNT77-BA27 ELISA for Aβ40 (A), BNT77-BC05 ELISA for Aβ42 (B), and 82E1-82E1 ELISA for Aβ oligomers (C)]; n=3–5. N.D., not detectable.*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 vs. (∼) guanidine treatment; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. D–G) Brain ISF samples from young (4 mo) and old (17–18 mo) APP/PS1 Tg mice were separated by SEC, followed by ELISA quantification of Aβ levels in each fraction [BNT77-BA27 ELISA for Aβ40 (D, E) and BNT77-BC05 ELISA for Aβ42 (F, G)]. D, E) Representative graph of ISF Aβ40 (D) and Aβ42 (F) levels in SEC-separated samples. E, G) Mean Aβ40 (E) and Aβ42 (G) levels of HMW (fractions 1–11), LMW (fractions 14–19), and monomer (Mo; fractions 20–22) fractions; n=3–5. Gdn, guanidine HCl. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.

Recovery efficiency of ISF apoE was dependent on flow rate of perfusion buffer (Fig. 5B) like other molecules (25). When brain TBS-soluble fractions were separated by SEC and analyzed by immunoblotting with an anti-apoE antibody, most apoE was detected in much larger fractions (fractions 4–7, 90–160 kDa) than its actual molecular weight (34 kDa), which likely reflects lipiddation or polymer formation of apoE in the brain TBS-soluble fraction (Fig. 5C). To further characterize apoE in brain ISF under native conditions, SEC was also performed on ISF samples from APP/PS1 Tg mouse (4-mo) brain, followed by immunoblotting with an anti-apoE antibody. We found that most ISF apoE was detected in HMW fractions between fractions 4 and 7 (90–160 kDa), showing a similar distribution as that of apoE in the TBS-soluble fraction (Fig. 5D). Interestingly, these HMW fractions in which ISF apoE was detected (fractions 4–7) coincided with the significant peak of HMW Aβ detected in young APP/PS1 mice (Figs. 3D, F and 5E). The small amount of microdialysate precluded Co-IP experiments to determine whether there is a direct apoE-Aβ interaction in these fractions. Brain TBS-soluble and ISF apoE levels in young (4-mo) and old (17–18 mo) WT and APP/PS Tg mouse were not significantly different (Fig. 5F, G).

**DISCUSSION**

Growing evidence for the pathological role of Aβ oligomers in AD brain has drawn attention to the importance of understanding their dynamic metabolism in the central nervous system (8–13). In this study, we used *in vivo* microdialysis with a unique large-pore-sized membrane probe (1000-kDa MWCO) and push-pull perfusion system to monitor brain ISF Aβ oligomers in awake, freely moving mice with Alzheimer’s disease (APP/PS1 Tg). We demonstrated that HMW and LMW Aβ oligomers are present in brain ISF collected with a large pore-sized membrane; levels of ISF Aβ oligomers increased with age; HMW Aβ oligomers are cleared from brain more slowly than LMW...
oligomers; and large-pore microdialysis also enables sampling of ISF apoE, which is a well-known Aβ-binding protein.

Numerous studies have used conventional small-pore-sized (35- to 38-kDa-MWCO) membrane microdialysis to document the dynamic metabolism of ISF Aβ (15–18). A recent study reported that most of the ISF Aβ collected by using a 35-kDa-MWCO membrane probe was a 4-kDa monomer; no HWM/LMW Aβ oligomers were detected (16), which may have been due to the pore size of the microdialysis membrane. We analyzed the difference in the molecular size of Aβ species collected by 2 different pore-sized membranes (35- and 1000-kDa MWCO) in vitro. We found HWM and LMW Aβ species in the microdialysate collected by the 1000-kDa-MWCO membrane but only monomers and a small amount of LMW Aβ (presumably dimers according to MW markers) in that collected with the 35-kDa-MWCO membrane (Fig. 1E). More important, we also demonstrated the presence of HWM and LMW Aβ oligomers in brain ISF samples from APP/PS1 Tg mice by using a 1000-kDa-MWCO membrane probe (Fig. 3).

In this study, we confirmed the presence of Aβ oligomers in ISF samples in 3 different ways. First, we used the specificity of BNT77-BA27 (Aβ140) and BNT77-BC05 (Aβ42) ELISA to Aβ monomers (although note that these ELISAs are not completely specific to monomers) combined with guanidine HCl denaturation, which is known to dissociate oligomeric or protein-bound complex into Aβ monomers (32), to compare the levels of Aβ in the samples with and without guanidine HCl treatment (Fig. 3A, B). A significant increase in Aβ levels after guanidine treatment indicates the presence of Aβ oligomers or Aβ complex with other carrier proteins, which masked the epitope and inhibited antibody detection of Aβ. The rise in Aβ levels after guanidine HCl treatment was also observed in ISF samples from WT animals (Fig. 3A, B), indicating the presence of Aβ oligomers or an Aβ complex with other proteins in WT mouse brain, although there was no age-dependent increase in WT animals. Second, we used 82E1-82E1 oligomer Aβ ELISA, which is a single-antibody sandwich ELISA system to detect Aβ oligomers with multiple epitopes (and which cannot detect monomer Aβ; ref. 29). We found an age-dependent increase in ISF Aβ oligomers in APP/PS1 Tg mice (Fig. 3C) in association with an increase in Aβ oligomer levels in brain TBS-soluble fractions with age (Fig. 2C). Unfortunately, the small volume of ISF sample precluded the interpolated zero-flow method experiments (15) in this study; therefore, the absolute concentra-

**Figure 4.** ISF HMW Aβ shows slower clearance from brain. Effect of compound E (γ-secretase inhibitor, 200 nM) perfusion on levels of ISF Aβ40 (A, B) and Aβ42 (C, D) collected using large-pore-sized membrane probe (1000-kDa MWCO; flow rate 0.1 μl/min) from old APP/PS1 Tg mice (17–18 mo). After 8 h of baseline sample collection, compound E was added to the perfusion buffer, and samples were collected for another 8 h. ISF samples were separated by SEC, followed by ELISA quantification of Aβ levels in each fraction [BNT77-BA27 ELISA for Aβ40 (A, B) and BNT77-BC05 ELISA for Aβ42 (C, D)] after guanidine HCl treatment. A, C) Representative graph of ISF Aβ40 (A) and Aβ42 (C) levels in SEC-separated samples before (solid line) and after (dashed line) compound E treatment. B, D) Mean Aβ40 (B), and Aβ42 (D) levels of HMW (fractions 1–11) and LMW (fractions 14–19) fractions before (solid bar) and after (open bar) compound E treatment; n=3, MWM, molecular weight marker; Mo, monomer. **P < 0.01 vs. baseline; *P < 0.05, ##P < 0.01.
tions of ISF Aβ oligomer are still unclear. Third, to further characterize the presence of ISF Aβ oligomers and identify their molecular size under native conditions, we separated brain ISF samples by SEC. SEC of the ISF samples clearly demonstrated the presence of HMW and LMW Aβ oligomers with levels that were elevated with age (Fig. 3D–G). The age-dependent decrease in ISF monomer Aβ observed in this study (Fig. 3D–G) is consistent with a previous report using a small-pore-sized membrane probe (16); taken together, however, the data suggest that ISF Aβ concentration increases with age in APP/PS1 mice. The extent to which this age-related change in Aβ oligomer in the ISF reflects altered deposition, equilibrium with amyloid deposits, or altered rates of generation or clearance remains uncertain. Positive correlation between the levels of ISF Aβ oligomers and brain FA fraction Aβ observed in this study (Supplemental Fig. S4) might indicate that these Aβ populations exist in an equilibrium state.

Figure 5. ISF apoE obtained by large-pore-sized membrane microdialysis in freely moving wild-type and APP/PS1 Tg mice. A) Brain lysate (TBS extracted) and ISF samples (1000-kDa MWCO, flow rate 0.1 µl/min) from WT (4 mo) and ApoE-KO (4 mo) mice were analyzed by immunoblot with anti-apoE and anti-actin antibodies; 20 µg of protein was loaded per well. B) Immunoblot analysis of ISF apoE levels at 3 different flow rates (0.5, 0.25, and 0.1 µl/min). ISF samples were collected from the same wild-type mouse (4 mo); 30 µg of samples was loaded per well. C) Distribution of ISF apoE, brain TBS-soluble ApoE, and ISF Aβ (Aβ40 and Aβ42) in young (4 mo) APP/PS1 Tg mice. Most ISF apoE was detected in SEC fractions 4–7 (90–160 kDa), in which peaks in ISF HMW Aβ levels (arrow) were also found. F, G) Brain TBS extract (F) and ISF (G) apoE levels in young (4 mo) and old (17–18 mo) WT and APP/PS1 Tg mice (n=3–6). MWM, molecular weight marker.
ISF HMW Aβ oligomers were more resistant to clearance from the brain than LMW Aβ oligomers (Fig. 4). The finding that HMW Aβ was more resistant to clearance from the brain might have clinical significance because it indicates that acute γ-secretase inhibition does not effectively reduce HMW Aβ oligomers with the same time course as monomers. In this current study, we could not determine the in vivo half-life of ISF Aβ oligomers due to the limited sample volume and sensitivity of detection system (ELISAs). It is also still uncertain which population of ISF Aβ oligomers, pre-existing or newly generated oligomers, was affected by compound E treatment. Clearance of ISF monomer Aβ might affect the equilibrium state between various soluble Aβ populations, thereby establishing a new equilibrium state.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report that has demonstrated the detection and characterization of brain ISF apoE (Fig. 5), which is important since apoE plays an important role in Aβ metabolism, such as oligomerization (22) and clearance from the brain (20, 21). The use of the high-MWCO probe thereby allows detection of large complexes, potentially including even apoE complexed with lipid or other molecules, since its MW by SEC is substantially higher than the calculated MW of 34 kDa.

In summary, by using in vivo microdialysis with a large-pore-sized membrane probe, we characterized the dynamic metabolism of brain ISF Aβ oligomers in an awake, freely moving Alzheimer mouse model. Understanding the in vivo metabolism of Aβ oligomers in the brains of living animals will help to develop therapies aimed specifically at oligomeric forms of Aβ and provide insight into why Aβ-related pathological changes increase with increasing age in mice, and thus potentially in humans, as well. Furthermore, our unique microdialysis system could be a useful method for analyzing the pathogenesis of a variety of brain diseases.
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Supplemental data

Supplemental Material and Method

Negative Stain Electron Microscopy. Aβ oligomer mixtures (see Materials and Methods, Preparation of Aβ oligomer mixtures and ELISA quantification, in the main text.) were spread on formvar-carbon coated nickel slot grids (FCF2010-Ni; Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA), negatively stained with 2% (w/v) phosphotungstic acid, pH 7.0 (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Osaka, Japan), and viewed in an electron microscope with an ATM digital camera (JEOL JEM-1011; JEOL USA, Inc., Peabody, MA), as described (1).

Supplemental Figure 1

![Figure S1. Electron micrograph image of Aβ oligomer mixtures.](image)

(A–C) Electron micrograph of negatively stained synthetic human Aβ1-42 (0.1 mg/ml) of pre-incubation (A), after incubation at 37 °C for three (B) and 24 (C) hours. (B) After three hours incubation, short and curved protofibrils were observed. (C) Long and straight fibril formation was observed after 24 hours of incubation. Scale bar = 100 nm.
Supplemental Figure 2
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Figure S2. Epitopes recognized by each anti-Aβ antibody.

Epitopes recognized by each anti-Aβ monoclonal antibody (82E1, BAN50, BNT77, and BA27) used in this study. 82E-1 and BAN50 recognize N-terminal (residues 1-16) of human Aβ peptide. BNT77 is a monoclonal antibody against human Aβ11-28, which could also recognize murine Aβ. BA27 and BC05 are end-specific monoclonal antibodies which recognize C-terminus of Aβ40 and Aβ42, respectively.

Supplemental Figure 3

Figure S3. BNT77-BA27 and BNT77-BC05 ELISA preferentially detect monomer (or LMW) Aβ.

(A–C) An Aβ oligomer mixture was prepared by incubating synthetic human Aβ1-40 (0.2 mg/ml) for 24 hours at 37 °C or Aβ1-42 (0.1 mg/ml) for 3 hours at 37 °C. Concentrations of Aβ in pre- and post-incubation samples were measured by 82E1-82E1 Aβ oligomer-specific ELISA (for oligomer Aβ1-40 (A), BNT77-BA27 ELISA (for Aβ40, (B)) and BNT77-BC05 ELISA (for Aβ42, (C)). Samples were treated with and without guanidine HCl before ELISA measurement. (n = 3–5/ group); *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. Gdn, guanidine HCl.
Figure S4. Correlations of brain ISF and TBS fraction Aβ oligomers with FA fraction Aβ levels.

(A, B) The levels of ISF Aβ oligomers (detected by 82E1-82E1 ELISA) positively correlate with the levels of brain FA fraction Aβ40 (A) and Aβ42 (B). (C, D) Brain TBS-soluble Aβ oligomer levels (82E1-82E1 ELISA) positively correlated with the levels of brain FA fraction Aβ40 (C) and Aβ42 (D). (n = 9, 4–18 Mo old animals) P < 0.01, Spearman rank test. Concentrations of Aβ in brain FA fractions were measured by BNT77-BA27 ELISA (for Aβ40, (A, C)) and BNT77-BC05 ELISA (for Aβ42, (B, D)).
Supplemental Figure 5

**Figure S5. Change in distribution of ISF Aβ between before and after Compound E treatment.**
Levels of ISF Aβ in each fraction in Fig. 4, the main text, were normalized to total pM value under each curve [sum of Aβ values (pM) of fractions #1–22] and expressed as “% total” value, which shows differences in molecular weight distribution of ISF Aβ40 (A) and Aβ42 (B) between before (solid line) and after (dashed line) the Compound E treatment (averaged values of three 17–18 month-old APP/PS1 Tg mice were shown). The distribution of ISF Aβ shifted to higher molecular weight fractions after Compound E treatment. HMW, high molecular weight; LMW, low molecular weight; MWM, molecular weight marker.
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